I. INTRODUCTION
I mean, my father saw everything he had worked to build, crumble, and he put it all down to Mrs. Thatcher.
But in his time, he saw everything fall apart, and I think that is an absolute tragedy. And he's only typical of all that generation. They came out of the thirties, they came out of poverty, they fought against all the odds, they were wonderful people in the sense of humanity they brought to their lives, with courage and humor, and dedication to a future that they knew would be much better. And they created that, and it certainly was better, and we took it all for granted. My generation thought it would be like a snowball, constantly rolling down the hill, and that it would just get fatter and bigger, and go on to be more wonderful... and we blew it... These words were spoken to me by a member of the SNP in an interview during the early days of my ethnographic fieldwork on the nationalist movement in Scotland, conducted in 1993-94 . At that point in the conversation we were talking about the differences between socialism and capitalism, and what kind of society she would prefer to live in. Her words convey a perspective on the Scottish situation that I became quite familiar with during my research, one I came to consider central to understanding nationalist politics in Scotland. She speaks of a hope for a better world that has been betrayed, of a trust broken. The underlying image is one of a great social project that was meant to be passed on from generation to generation, but has been abandoned. And while the speaker takes some of the blame on herself and her generation ("...we blew it..."), it is clear that this broken trust is connected to the rightward political shift of the 1970s and after.
Efforts to make sense of Scottish nationalism have tended to emphasize the complex interaction of two aspects: the role of uneven economic development between Scotland and England (Nairn 1981; Hechter 1977; Dickson 1980) ; and the unique and well developed institutional infrastructure of Scottish civil society.
I am inclined to agree with McCrone (1992:55-87 ) that economic contrasts between Scotland and England have been over-drawn, losing sight of the fundamental parallels in economic trends throughout the UK (and the industrialized world for that matter).
However, I also agree that the deeply entrenched nature of Scottish civil society, particularly in its historical articulation with the development of the welfare state as analyzed by Paterson (1997) , is a key factor in the current strength of autonomist politics in Scotland. In fact, as an anthropologist, my primary interest is in social conflicts over distributive justice, and how culture and political discourse shape people's conceptions of the state and its proper role in social life. It was this basic concern that led me to study Scottish nationalism (or autonomism, the term I use to designate the more general pull toward home rule, whether in the form of a parliament or independence), rather than an interest in nationalism per se.
When doing social analysis it is sometimes useful to set aside the usual frameworks through which a subject has been approached, so that a changed perspective might at least refresh our thinking. This essay attempts to explore the meaning of the themes and imagery in the quote above by re-framing our understanding of the nationalist movement within the idea of the social contract. Politics in Scotland, as elsewhere, is undoubtedly strongly conditioned by the conflicting forces and interests encoded in economic processes and institutional structures. But politics is also waged, and political goals formulated and pursued, through ideas--ideas which are never newly minted for the purpose, but rather are inherited and adapted to present circumstances. The people of Scotland (and the "West" more generally) are the heritors of historically and culturally embedded ideas about politics and how it works, and central among these is the idea of the social contract. I will argue that the social contract is not so much a political theory as a key cultural metaphor, so basic that it is often only implicit in our thinking, that profoundly shapes understandings of the Scottish situation, and thus in turn the social movement for greater political autonomy.
As a social anthropologist my job is to explore the cultural groundings of social behavior. As a creature of the same "western" tradition of political thought, trying to understand the nationalist movement in Scotland has helped me to view my own heritage as a partial stranger. I hope to repay the favor.
II. THE IDEA OF THE SOCIAL CONTRACT
The notion of a social contract between ruler and ruled reaches back into medieval history, as far back as the 11th century and the Alsatian monk Manegold of Lautenbach's defense of the authority Pope Gregory VII against that of the Emperor Henry IV (Lessnoff 1990:5-6) . In Scotland George Buchannan (1506-1582), contributed to this line of thinking by arguing for the election of monarchs by the nobility, and the legitimacy of regicide in the case of tyrannical kings. Nonetheless, as James VI's tutor, his ideas operated within the established genre of political advice to princes, as instructions toward good kingship, rather than as a fundamental challenge to the system of feudal monarchy.
The concept took a new form, the one we most closely associate it with today, in the 17th and 18th century writings of Hobbes, could 'agree to', the many differences and disagreements among them show that although they are supposedly in the same philosophical camp, in fact they are united not by a common philosophical theory but by a common image.
Philosophers hate to admit it, but sometimes they work from pictures rather than ideas (1995:379, italics in original).
Hampton's insight here is more than an accusation of theoretical muddle-headedness. The social contract is an "image" or a "picture," because it arises out of a culturally embedded tradition of political thought, rather than being systematically designed, de novo, by philosophers. It is what I would prefer to call an analogy or a key metaphor (cf. Fernandez 1974; Guthrie 1995; Lakoff and Johnson 1980) . Anthropologists, long concerned with the role of symbols in the creation and recreation of culture, are quite used to the fuzziness and slippery-ness implied by metaphor, seeing it not as failed philosophy, but rather a part of how belief systems actually work. An important aspect of this process is that symbols, including metaphors, are multivocalic, condensing disparate points of reference into a single image (Turner 1970:29-30) . In this way such metaphors are double-edged, able to both concentrate, integrate, and focus an array of discrete problems and concerns, and at the same time eliding and obscuring important divergences between the various dimensions of social life that have been brought together in the symbolic process. In the rest of this paper I will try to lay out how the metaphor of the social contract does this in the case of Scottish nationalism.
III. THE SOCIAL CONTRACT IN SCOTLAND
Let me outline the historical embededness of this metaphor of the social contract in Scotland, before discussing the current sociopolitical problems and relationships in Scotland that get bundled together through this image. The metaphor of the social contract in modern Scottish politics not only has a rich, concrete history, only sketchily alluded to above, but it also has an array of current reference points, a set of variations on a theme. Of key importance are these three relationships: labor to capital; citizen to state; and Scotland to England. These dimensions are concretely historically interrelated, and the image of the contract tends to assimilate these tensions to one another in the political imagination.
It has become a commonplace to refer to the historical compromise between capital and labor framed in terms of the ideas of Keynes Thus rather than trying to understand human social action through an analogy to natural processes of physical force and cause and effect, the notion of the social contract takes a model from one area of social life--people do make agreements, reach shared understandings of common obligation--and magnifies it to make sense of politics on the largest scale. My point here has something in common with Vico's argument that we can understand history as the maker understands the object made, because it is our own creation. While undoubtedly a metaphor, with all the slippery-ness that that entails, the social contract construes history as at least partly our own creation, rather than as something done to us by forces beyond our control. Finally, to
Vico I would add a touch of Hegel. Politics is not simply a hydraulic transfer of social pressures, that changes objective interests into pragmatic action. It is a quest for recognition, from the empowered by the disempowered, which gets historically inscribed in particular ways. In Scotland, the quests for recognition as workers, as citizens, and as Scots, interact in complex ways that are bound up with the development of the modern state, and that cannot be neatly pulled apart, because once done, history comprises a singular whole. The ramifying social contract metaphor is a way of grappling with this complex interaction through the collective political imagination.
IV. SOME REFLEXIVE CONCLUSIONS
Anthropologists are notorious for hunting out the "other,"
usually understood in terms of linguistic and cultural 
